Shannon's Beach Quilt

Try this simple quilt with a beautiful Japanese print or a bold Kaffe Fasset print as the focus fabric.

Fabric needed:

1 1/4 yards of assorted darks
1 1/4 yards of assorted lights
(Shannon used five different prints for each)
2 yards of Focus print
2 1/4 yards of 108" wide continuous blue line quilt backing or
4 1/2 yards 42" wide fabric
6/8 yard binding fabric

Cutting and piecing instructions:

Cut sixty-four 4 1/2" squares from assorted lights.

Cut sixty-four 4 1/2" squares from assorted darks.

Assemble these into thirty-two 8 1/2" four-patch squares, as shown below.

Cut thirty-one 8 1/2" alternate squares from your focus fabric.

Using the picture as your guide, assemble the four patch blocks and the focus fabric blocks into rows. Sew these rows together and your quilt is ready to be quilted and bound!

Pattern from
Cambridge Quilt Shop
95 Blanchard Road
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 492-3279
http://www.cambridgequilts.com/

Add borders to make a larger quilt (71" x 87"):
Inner border (1 1/2"): 1/2 yd (cut eight 2" x WOF strips and piece to size)
Outer border (6"): 1 1/2 yds (cut eight 6 1/2" x WOF strips and piece to size)